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Observations
- Indoor farming trying to compete with traditional farming

- Unlike indoor crops, standard crops require a lot of 

fertilizer

- Many of the indoor farms are not profitable (electricity, 

materials used)

- >70% of the indoor farms are failing 

- 99% of the indoor farms use plastic in their grow process



Problem statement
- It’s almost impossible to find local, tasty greens, herbs 

or mushrooms grown without fertilizers and under 

reasonable price



How we solve it
- Stainless-steel based farming walls (1st version) and 

column (2nd version)
- Germination based on stainless steel trays (1st version), 

within the same medium (2nd version)
- No plastic used through the whole process

- 40% less power (comparing to the 1st version)

- 13k lettuces inside of 40-Foot shipping container (1k 

lettuces in the 1st version)
(*) First version of the container is build and fully functioning



Look

(*) Second generation is not yet patented chance we cannot share it 



Portfolio of vegetables
- Lettuce (tested 50+ different kinds)

- Strawberries and wild strawberries (tested)

- Herbs (tested 10+)

- CBD (tested)

- Mushrooms (food and medical) - roadmap

- Edible flowers - roadmap

- Plant beauty (with selenium, iodine) - roadmap



Flavor of our next gen solution
- Still stainless-steel but more efficient for power and number of greens

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZPS8tQqL5A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7-QjyhZfFM


Cost
- Cost of fully equipped container connected to the solar farm. 

- Energy cost of 1kWh - 0.15EUR
- Lettuce price: 0.64EUR
- >20% profit YoY 



Growth & roadmap

R&D - New 
Column 
Q1/2023

Next gen 40ft 
shipping container 

Q2/2023

Mushroom and 
strawberry columns 

Q4/2023

Lettuce Parcel 
Locker 

Q4/2024

Plant beauty 
Q1/2024

Blockchain Q2/2025



Team

Marcin Firla - COO & Co-founder

Bio: Product and Project Manager, ex-Emirates, 
ex-Kitopi, 15+ experience within Airline, CRM Cloud 
Kitchen industries, ex-owner of the microgreens farm 
(Healthy2Wealthy)

LinkedIn: Link

Bartłomiej Burkowicz - CEO & Co-founder

Bio: Mechanical Design Engineer with 15+ 
experience within international companies 

including Tokyo Electron 

LinkedIn: Link

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dracula/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bartlomiej-burkowicz-69a81913/


Contact us today! 
phone: +48 504 684 639 (Marcin)
email: bmgreenish@gmail.com

web: bmgreenish.com

mailto:bmgreenish@gmail.com
http://bmgreenish.com/en/

